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Proviamo... cerchiamo “baby”  
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Proviamo... cerchiamo “woman”  
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Proviamo... cerchiamo “leader”  
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Il viso di Joy 

Joy Boulamwini deve indossare 
una maschera bianca per farsi 
riconoscere da un programma di 
riconoscimento dell’immagine 

Fonte:  Joy Boulamwini, “Artificial Intelligence Has a Problem With Gender and Racial Bias. Here’s How to 
Solve It”,   Time, 7 Febbraio 2019. 
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Altri esperimenti 

 

 All Females Males Darker Lighter 

N 1270 566 704 589 681 

Unprocessed Faces 3 0 3 3 0 

Accuracy on PF 92.50% 83.39% 99.86% 86.35% 97.80% 

Error Rate on PF 7.50% 16.61% 0.14% 13.65% 2.20% 
June 20, 2018 Amazon Rekogntion Performance on the Pilot Parlaments Benchmark by Gender and Skin-Type  

PF = Processed Faces | Darker = Faces with Fitzpatrick Skin Type IV,V, VI | Lighter = Faces with Fitzpatrick Skin Type I,II, and III 

 
The results are based on performance on the Pilot Parliaments Benchmark, which is a highly 
constrained dataset of  profile photos of African and European legislators who are generally 
looking directly into a camera in typically well lit conditions. Poor performance on this easy 
dataset, which does not reflect real-world conditions that present more challenging illumination, 
pose, and expression variation, suggests it is possible performance in real-world scenarios 
where individuals may be blurred, not looking directly at the camera, or have their faces partially 
covered could be even worse. Good performance on this simple benchmark is not a stamp of 
approval particularly considering the lack of representation of faces from many regions of the 
world. And critically, improved performance cannot address unfair use of even the most 
accurate facial analysis technology. 
 
On the easy Pilot Parliaments Benchmark for gender classification, Amazon Rekognition 
performs better on lighter-skinned faces than darker-skinned faces with an accuracy difference 
of 11.45 %. It also perform better on male faces than female faces with an accuracy difference 
of 16.47%. The performance metrics on darker-skinned individuals are especially concerning 
given the long history of racial bias in policing practices.  
 
To my knowledge Amazon is providing facial identification services for policing which is not the 
same as gender classification. In the case of gender classification which has been essentially 
reduced to a binary, the technology has a 1 in 2 chance of getting the answer right simply by 
guessing. With facial identification, the chance of guessing the correct face by chance is based 
on the number of potential face matches stored. So for example if there are 50,000 faces to be 
matched against and a person of interest is identified, the chance of randomly guessing the right 
individual is 1 in 50,000. And guessing the wrong individual subjects innocents to undue scrutiny 
as has been reported on by Big Brother Watch.  
 
Given what we know about the biased history and present of policing, the concerning 
performance metrics of facial analysis technology in real-world pilots, and Rekognition’s gender 
and skin-type accuracy differences on the easy Pilot Parliaments Benchmark, I join the chorus 
of dissent in calling Amazon to stop equipping law enforcement with facial analysis technology. 
 
 

Esperimenti con Amazon Rekognition (da immagini di politici africani ed europei) 
 

Amazon fornisce strumenti di 
identificazione alla polizia... 

Fonte: Joy Boulamwini, “When the Robot Doesn’t See Dark Skin,” The New York Times, 21 Giugno 2018  

 
•  L’IA ha imparato prevalentemente su immagini di  

maschi bianchi 
•  Le fotocamere non sono ottimizzate per  

differenziare i colori scuri 
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Riconoscimento facciale 

Usato dalla polizia per identificare delle persone,  
dal confronto con milioni di immagini  
In UK 
•  2400 immagini di innocenti in 1 anno 
•  91% di falsi positivi!   

Sbaglia 43 volte di più nelle donne nere  
che nei maschi bianchi 

Fonte: Face off, The lawless growth of facial recognition in UK policing,  
May 2018, Big Brother Watch.   
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When automated facial recognition is used in real-time in public spaces, law 
abiding citizens are e!ectively asked for their papers without their consent 
or awareness. In our experience, most members of the public have not even 
heard of automated facial recognition and are not aware of its implications.
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Reiterazione di reato 
bianchi neri 

punteggio punteggio 

Fonte: J. Larson, S. Mattu, L. Kirchner, J.  Angwin, “Machine Bias” and ”How We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism 
Algorithm,”  2016, https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing   

•  Tra chi non ha reiterato: Ai neri era stato assegnato un errato punteggio alto il doppio delle volte  
•  Tra chi ha reiterato: Ai bianchi era stato assegnato un errato punteggio basso il doppio delle volte 

COMPAS: Correctional 
Offender Management Profiling 
for Alternative Sanctions  
(di Northpointe) 
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Amazon 

IA ovunque: decidere i prezzi, 
organizzare, ottimizzare la 
logistica, ... 
 
Amazon introduce IA per il 
reclutamento, impara i profili di 
chi è stato assunto nei 10 anni 
precedenti... quasi tutti uomini 
 
 Fonte: Jeffrey Dastin, "Amazon scraps secret AI 

recruiting tool that showed bias against women,” 
Reuters, 10 ottobre 2018, su www.reuters.com 
 

Poi impara dai termini usati nei CV, ma...il  
linguaggio non è gender-neutral 
•  executed 
•  captured 
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Parlando con Siri 

Hei, Siri, 
you are a 
bi*** ! 

I’d blush if 
I could 

I don’t know 
how to respond 

to that 
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Assistenti vocali  

•  Atteggiamento “sottomesso” 
e servile 

•  Collabora 
indipendentemente dal tono 
e dal linguaggio usato 

•  Di default ha una voce 
femminile e giovane 

Rinforza i peggiori stereotipi di genere 

Project Q, the genderless voice:  https://www.genderlessvoice.com/ 
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Apprendimento automatico 

 
 
 

macchina 
“intelligente” 

dati apprendimento 
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Quanto sono rappresentativi i dati?  

•  il 7% degli utenti produce il 50% dei post di FaceBook 
•  il 4% degli utenti produce il 50% delle review su Amazon 
•  il 2% degli utenti produce il 50% dei Tweet  
 
 poca diversità (genere, demografico, geografica) 

 
 
 

macchina “intelligente” 
dati apprendimento 
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Interazione con la macchina 

La macchina impara dal comportamento degli 
utenti, ma il comportamento degli utenti è 
influenzato dalla macchina 

rinforza posizioni dominanti 
 

Fonte: Ricardo Baeza-Yates, “Bias on the Web”. Communications of the ACM, June 2018, Vol. 61 №6, Pages 54–61. 
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In-group bias  

Tendenza innata a favorire il proprio gruppo 
•  un istinto di sopravvivenza quando di 

compete per limitate risorse  
•  appartenenza a un gruppo come strumento 

per aumentare l’autostima  

pregiudizi inconsapevoli 
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Correlazioni causa-effetto 

•  Per es. le variabili sono indipendenti 
ma hanno una causa comune 

•  Nei paesi a basso reddito l’obesità è 
associata al benessere e all’accesso 
alle cure sanitarie 

Fonte: Alberto Cairo, “L’obesità allunga la vita?”, n. 613 di Le Scienze, Settembre 2019. 

errata interpretazione dei dati  
 
Correlazione tra variabili nei dati  
NON implica necessariamente una 
relazione di causa-effetto 
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Cosa fare? Diversità nelle STEM 

Aumentare la presenza di donne nelle discipline STEM 
Aumentare la diversità nei team di lavoro  

19

POLICY 
PAPER

   

At the most sophisticated end of the skill spectrum, women are less likely to create 

content or use cutting-edge technology. A recent survey of undergraduate students 

in 29 countries found that early adopters of new technologies are overwhelmingly 

male.33 Women are largely absent from the frontiers of technological innovation, where 

job growth is expected and which typically have the highest levels of compensation. 

At Google, for example, 21 per cent of technical roles are filled by women, but 

only 10 per cent of their employees working on machine intelligence are female.34 

Calculations based on the attendees of the world’s top machine-learning conferences 

in 2017 indicate that only 12 per cent of the leading machine-learning researchers 

are female.35 As men continue to dominate this space, the disparity only serves to 

perpetuate and exacerbate gender inequalities, as unrecognized bias is replicated and 

built into algorithms and artificial intelligence (a point that is developed in Think Piece 2 

of this publication).

Image 7:

Percentage of 
female internet 
users who used 
the internet to 

look for a job

Source:  

World Wide Web Foundation

Image 8:

Gender balance in 
machine learning 

research

Source: Element AI

In machine-learning 
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The attrition rate is also disproportionately high for women in technology-related 

fields at the tertiary level,60 likely due to gender discrimination, competitiveness 

and a lack of female peers. Thus the disparities in confidence and belief in self-

efficacy that surface in late primary and early secondary school become prophetic as 

education advances: When girls lose faith in the strength of their digital skills, they 

abandon or steer clear of technology-oriented studies, and this, in turn, likely results 

in an amplification of self-doubt among the girls who remain. The data suggest that 

confidence drops slowly at first and then precipitously, so that by the time female 

students complete higher education, only a tiny fraction graduate with ICT degrees.61

THE DIGITAL SKILLS 
GENDER GAP AND  
THE LABOUR  
MARKET A smaller number of women studying ICT in secondary school and college 

translates into a gender gap in the labour market. Globally, women hold only 

24 per cent of all digital sector jobs, and in developing countries, men are  

2.7 times more likely than women to work in the digital sector.62 While this figure is 

low, it obscures a much wider gender divide across the people performing technical-

level work. According to the OECD, in G20 economies the proportion of female ICT 

specialists ranges from 13 per cent in the Republic of Korea to 32 per cent in South 

Africa. In North America, women hold only about one quarter of computing jobs – 

a fraction that has fallen over the past two decades, a period when women were 

making considerable advancements in other fields.63 The software development field, 

despite its growing influence in day-to-day life, appears to be particularly devoid of 

women: Globally, only 6 per cent of mobile application and software developers are 

female, according to ITU.64

Even women who work in the digital sector are less likely to hold high-level positions, 

tending instead to work in general roles that are lower-skilled and administrative 

in nature.65 In the mobile industry, for instance, women hold less than 20 per cent 

of senior leadership positions.66 Data collected from online software developer 

 Image 13:

Google’s 
 workforce

The gender diversity of Google’s 

workforce is similar to other 

multinational technology 

companies, with women 

representing less than one third 

of the total workforce and an even 

smaller proportion of employees in 

leadership roles.

Source:  

Google 2018 Diversity Report

69.1% 
Men

74.5% 
Men

68.8% 
Men

30.9%  
Women

25.5%  
Women

31.2%  
Women

OVERALL LEADERSHIP TECH HIRES

Fonte: “I’d blush if I could – closing the gender divide in digital skills through 
education”, UNESCO 2019 from Google Diversity Report   
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Cosa fare? 

Aumentare la cultura digitale 
Gruppi inter-disciplinari 
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 Image 3:

Gender gaps 
grow as digital 
tasks become 
more complex 

Gender parity index among 

adults who performed  

a computer-related activity  

in the previous 3 months

Source: ITU

THE ACCESS DIVIDE  
VS THE SKILLS 
DIVIDE In recent years, due to the rapidly declining price of connectivity and 

hardware, skills deficits have eclipsed barriers of access as the primary 

contributor to the digital gender divide. For years, this divide was assumed to be 

symptomatic of technical challenges: The thinking went that women would catch up 

with men when the world had cheaper devices and lower connectivity prices, due to 

the limited purchasing power and financial independence of women compared with 

men. While the cost of ICT access remains an urgent and salient issue (and is the 

focus of the EQUALS Access Coalition), this challenge is surpassed by educational 

gap in internet user penetration rates actually increased between 2013 and 2017, 

from 11 per cent to 11.6 per cent worldwide, and from 29.9 per cent to 32.9 per 

cent in the least developed countries,17 with the largest gaps in parts of South Asia 

and sub-Saharan Africa.18 Reflecting this global trend, a 2018 European Commission 

study showed that women’s enrolment in ICT-related studies has declined in the EU 

since 2011, even as related job opportunities have increased dramatically.19  

In the United Kingdom, women currently hold just 12 per cent of the programming 

and software development jobs held by ICT professionals, down from 15 per cent 

a decade earlier.20 In the United States, the percentage of female computer and 

information science majors has dropped steadily over the past 30 years and today 

stands at just 18 per cent, down from 37 per cent in the mid-1980s.21 Similar declines 

have occurred throughout Latin America and the Caribbean as well as in numerous 

high-income countries including Australia, New Zealand and the Republic of Korea.22 

What these data show is that the education and training of the past 20 years has 

been – and continues to be – gender-imbalanced. The digital space is becoming more 

male-dominated, not less so.

Warning di UNESCO: 
Competenze digitali fondamentali per  
•  partecipare alla società 
•  partecipazione alla politica 
•  entrare nel mondo del lavoro di oggi,  

e far parte di quello di domani 
•  sicurezza online e offline 
•  ... 

Fonte: “I’d blush if I could – closing the gender divide in 
digital skills through education”, UNESCO 2019 

Cosa fare? Cultura digitale e inter-disciplinare 
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Cosa fare? Introdurre regole  

 
 
 

macchina 
“intelligente” 

dati apprendimento 

modelli  
regole 

sull’uso dei 
dati    

•  Procedure di verifica 
•  Meccanismi di certificazione 
•  Trasparenza  
•  Utilizzo di dati aperti    
•  Divulgazione e consapevolezza  
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Concludendo... 

Il dibattito su IA deve spostarsi  
dalla sfera tecnica a quella pubblica  
 
Per diventare la grande opportunità di 
un mondo più equo e inclusivo, lo 
sviluppo delle tecnologie deve  
uscire da una logica di puro profitto 
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GRAZIE! 


